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HAND TOOLS AND ACCESSORIES

- Extra strong MCI reinforced   
 jaws with a non slip device   
 for safer and more secure  
 clamping up to 6,000N   
 compression
-	Fully	heat	treated	profiled		 	
 and serrated rail for additional  
 strength and grip
- Two component 2K handle with  
 a wear resistant square acme  
 threaded spindle

CLAMPS - QUICK ACTION 
TG Series

Size Part No. Part No. Handle

160 x 80mm TG16-2K - -

200 x 100mm TG20-2K TG20K Sliding T bar

250 x 120mm TG25-2K TG25K Sliding T bar

300 x 120mm TG30S12-2K TG30S12K Sliding T bar

400 x 120mm TG40S12-2K TG40S12K Sliding T bar

500 x 120mm TG50S12-2K - -

600 x 120mm TG60S12-2K TG60S12K Sliding T bar

-	 Fully	heat	treated	profile	rail	for	safer	
  and more secure clamping 
- New designs delivers 20% more 
  pressure per spindle rotation
- General purpose welding clamps GZ-K 
  for pressures up to 6,500N
- Heavy duty welding clamps SG-M with a 
  wear resistant 35° tilting pressure pad 
  for pressures up to 12,000N

CLAMPS - QUICK ACTION - ALL STEEL 
GZ-K/SG-M Series

Size Part No. Size Handle

200 x 100mm GZ20K 250 x 140mm SG25M

250 x 120mm GZ25K 300 x 140mm SG30M

300 x 140mm GZ30K 400 x 140mm SG40M

400 x 120mm GZ40K 500 x 140mm SG50M

600 x 120mm GZ60K 600 x 140mm SG60M

SG-M pad 
with friction 
resistant 
insert that 
prolongs 
clamping life

CLAMPS - QUICK ACTION - LEVER 
GH Series – Vibration Resistant

Size Part No. Size Handle

160 x 80mm GH16 400 x 120mm GH40

200 x 100mm GH20 500 x 120mm GH50

250 x 120mm GH25 600 x 120mm GH60

300 x 140mm GH30 800 x 120mm GH80

VIKING ARM - LIFT, LOWER, PRESS, CLAMP 
AND EXPAND

With a lifting capacity of up to 150 kg, the range of applications for the 
Viking Arm™ is virtually unlimited. As you begin to implement this high-
quality Norwegian tool, you will shortly discover its vast versatility. Making 
the job easier and saving time, while also saving your back.

Lift, clamp, press or tighten with controlled precision in both directions, 
thanks to the unique patented lock and release mechanism. Turning a 
two-man job into a one-man job. This ingenious invention assists its user 
with the installation of doors, windows, cabinets, kitchen appliances, 
flooring,	porches,	decks,	framing	and	foundations,	HVACs	and	more.	The	
adaptability of this tool will never cease to amaze you.

The Viking Arm will fast become one of your favourite tools, solving a 
variety of everyday practical challenges. Feel the solid construction with 
high grade carbon steel, stainless steel, and lightweight aluminium. 
Capable of lifting heavy objects into millimetre accuracy, with the use of 
only one hand. 

-	Fully	heat	treated	profile	rail	for	safer	and	
  more secure clamping 
- Lever handle is ‘locked’ into position and    
  cannot release 
- Hardened steel cam inserts deliver smooth frictionless pressure  
 for instant clamping speeds up to 8,000N compression


